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E-commerce for IP business in China

 
Chinese Patent Attorney

Jin Dan

　Alibaba is the most famous as an e-commerce B2B company in China. Online to 
Offline, or O2O business is very popular in China these days :  it now includes not only 
B2B areas, but also allocation or sharing of a taxi via Internet. Li Keqiang, the Premier of 
China, announced the "Internet " plan in the 3rd meeting in the 12th Congress on 
March 5, 2015. He there emphasizes the activation of accounting, data and knowledge as 
well as the combination of Internet and the traditional industries.
　These trends are the background of the emergence of e-commerce in IP attorney 
business in China. The first of them is the establishment of Zhiguoguo in March, 2014, 
Kuaizhihui followed in December and in 2015, Zhuanlibaba, Zhifuzi, new Zhiliaowang, 
Quandashi, Zhihuidao were opened one after another. They are competing each other with 
unique advantages :  for example, Zhiguoguo provides free trademark registration 
service ;  Quandashi offers free services not only for trademark, but also for patent 
management, patent surveillance and trademark alert ;  Zhiliaowang and Zhihuidao 
provide a web service for business meetings between applicants and patent attorneys or 
lawyers and the former further offers cloud system for patent application, on which 
applicants can prepare the application file with the templates.
　Kuaizhihui seems relatively conservative and maintains "Internet is just an option or 
tool and it is still important for applicants and attorneys to meet face-to-face." 
Zhiliaowang, too, believes it impossible to completely replace offline business of IP 
attorney with online one.
　Though these firms succeeded in getting many clients, no businesses are profitable and 
they must continue to look for another business model. There remains much concern that 
open e-commerce might not be successfully applied to the traditionally closed IP 
business.
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